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Throughout the past month the focus has been on preparing the playing surfaces for The 
Clubs larger events. This month we hosted both the Men’s and Ladies Club Championships, 
the Turassic Classic and the Tura Week of Golf. I felt that the surfaces presented and played 
well during these events.  

Greens 

The greens have been aerated using an 8mm solid tine approximately 150mm deep. This will 
help promote oxygen into the profile and root system.  

The greens have also received a dusting of sand, this will help promote a firmer healthier 
surface.  

Both aerating and dusting are part of our regular cultural practices on the greens. We aim to 
do this every 4-8 week depending on the time of the year.  

  

11th Drainage 

We spent several days repairing and extending the existing drain lines on the start of the 11th 
fairway. Another pit and flush point have been added. All the existing lines have been 
repaired and flushed. This area is considerably dryer since the work was completed.  

Fairways and Tees 

The fairways and tees have been treated with a preventative fungicide for winter disease. 
There are some signs of black beetle damage in some fairways, even though they have been 
treated multiple times. The wet weather conditions have been ideal for grub development, 
making it a tough season to gain full control of black beetles and their larvae. 
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Road Works 

With all the heavy rainfall the cart paths and access roads are in terrible condition. The cart 
paths have had more minor repairs, this will be an ongoing procedure until a more permanent 
product is installed.   

The drain along the access road via the 7th has been cleaned out and the water is flowing 
nicely. This access road will see a make over in the next few weeks with additional material 
being added to the road. The material will also be rolled using a 4t road roller.  

Catalina Visit 

I was fortunate to spend some time with the guys from Waterland at Catalina Golf Club. 
Waterland will be the company that install our new irrigation system. The irrigation system 
they are currently installing at Catalina Golf Club is very similar to our new system. They 
have also chosen the latest Rainbird sprinklers and software.  

  

Pictured is the Waterland crew starting to plow 63mm poly pipe.  

Brad Foster 

Superintendent
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